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Section 2.d on "Rodded Operation" points out that such operation affects the final
reactivity of the fuel. The guidance provided could lead to an incomplete review because
rodded operations affect the analysis'in two ways. First, rodded operations affect fuel
composition calculations. Second, the integrated affects of rodded operations could
affect the axial and radial burnup distributions that are used in the criticality analysis.
Staff should verify that either the control rods have not been and will not be used at
power for any significant amount of time or that past and future rodded operations have
been adequately considered in the criticality analysis. The proposed ISG should be
revised to highlight both impacts of rodded operations to ensure a complete review of the
issue.

Section 4.a.iii points out that using too few experiments for validation may lead to invalid
trend analysis conclusions. This guidance should be expanded to cover two more review
issues. First, the reviewer should ensure that the experiments used are not all highly
correlated. For example, if all critical configurations are performed with the same fuel
rods at the same facility, they may have a common experimental bias that will flow into
the computational method bias. The experimental bias does not reflect how well the

computational tools calculate keff. Use of critical configurations from multiple
independent sources reduces the impact of experimental biases. The second issue is that
the reviewer should ensure that trending.analysis is performed using only appropriately
selected critical configurations. For example, soluble boron trending analysis
conclusions reached using 200 critical configurations without soluble boron together with
7 configurations with soluble boron may result in the analyst reaching an incorrect
conclusion concerning bias trends as a function of soluble boron concentration.

The guidance provided in Section 4.d on "Lumped Fission Products" should be expanded
to point out that it is conservative and acceptable to simple remove all lumped fission
products from the keff calculations.


